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Abstract. Takri is an Indian regional class of scripts, used in hilly areas of north-west India which include
Jammu and Kashmir (J & K), Himachal Pradesh (H.P.), Punjab and Uttarakhand. This script has immense
variations; almost 13 identiﬁed in the whole region of North-west India. It has been observed that no work for
text identiﬁcation and recognition of Takri script has been done so far. Therefore, our work focuses on identifying and classifying the various challenges in the script based on comparative analysis of existing text
segmentation approaches, as correct segmentation of text leads to more accurate machine recognition. As there
were no metal fonts available for the script, it is required to collect the machine-printed form of data for solving
the text identiﬁcation problem in Takri script. The paper surveys for different text segmentation approaches and
based on the structural properties of the script, shows an implementation of these on Takri data in three stepsGurmukhi segmentation technique, Connected Component segmentation approach, and Gurmukhi touching
characters segmentation approach. Results are analyzed for Segmentation Accuracy and Challenges are identiﬁed along with their statistical analysis. Further, the challenges identiﬁed as half- forms, numerous types of
touching characters, overlapping bounding boxes, are classiﬁed. The effectiveness of these challenges was
evaluated using Naı̈ve-Bayesian machine learning algorithm. The results showed 80% accuracy in text identiﬁcation and classiﬁcation of Takri script.
Keywords. Connected component segmentation; Gurmukhi; Takri script; touching characters; half- forms;
overlapping bounding boxes.

1. Introduction
Most text segmentation and recognition algorithms are
designed for scripts with complex document layout but
simple script structure like the Roman script [1–3]. However,
most Indian scripts are designed with complex script structure. So, these algorithms when applied to Indian scripts do
not give desired results due to non-collinear structure, large
variations in the structure, more than one connected component forms single character with different spatial distribution as well [4, 5]. Therefore, different algorithms needed
for different Indian scripts. In India, all scripts except
Nastaliq are derived from Brahmi script which is the ﬁrst
known script to be deciphered by man. It is the ﬁrst complete
scientiﬁc, syllabic script developed so far. We can say that the
Brahmi script is the mother of all Indian scripts [6].
Brahmi changed with time and different categories of
scripts were developed used by people in different geographical regions. The evolution of different scripts of India

*For correspondence

from Brahmi script is described through tree structure along
with their timelines shown in ﬁgure 1 [7].
The leaf nodes of the tree structure shown in ﬁgure 1
designate the modern scripts still in use in India. Being a
multi-script and multi-lingual country, India has almost 11
major scripts used in different states or regions in India. Ten
out of these, shown as leaf nodes in ﬁgure 1, are used for
documentation of ofﬁcial languages of different states. These
are Devanagari, Bangla, Gurmukhi, Gujarati, Oriya, Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, and Nastaliq. However, the
remaining script which is Takri script is not in use for writing
today but the languages for which this script was used are still
known today as Dogri, Chambeali, spoken by a large population of the north-west region in India. The irony is that there
is huge material in the form of manuscripts, books, letters,
stamps, revenue reports written in Takri, present in the states
of the northern region like Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal
Pradeshbut no recognition for such rich cultural heritage is
there. Thus, the need arises to preserve this precious cultural
heritage of India. Till now, complete OCRs have been
developed for most of the modern scripts of India- Devnagari,
Bangla, Gurmukhi, Oriya, Telugu, Nastaliq, Kannada
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Upto 3rd
century AD

Upto 6th
century AD

Upto 10th
century AD

10th to 13th
century AD

13th to 17th
century AD

16th century AD to
Till date

Bengali
Devnagari

Nagari

Oriya

Gupta
Devashesha
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Sharada

Brahmi

Landa
Grantha

Takri (In use ll
20th century)
Gurumukhi
Tamil
Malayalam
Kannada

Kadamba

Telugu

Figure 1. Evolution of Indian Scripts from Brahmi with respective Timelines.

[8–14]. A comprehensive survey of these is provided in [15].
So, we decided to work in this direction and develop some
text identiﬁcation and recognition system for Takri script.
Also, these scripts are used for two distinct linguistic
groups: Indo-European in the north and Dravidian in the south.
Out of these 11 Indian scripts, only 10 can be considered as
regional scripts as Devnagari which is used for writing Hindi,
is a national script [16, 17]. The regional scripts of India along
with some information are described in table 1.
Our work focuses on the challenges in developing text
identiﬁcation and recognition system for Takri at various
stages of OCR development i.e., observation, segmentation,
recognition. The signiﬁcant contributions made in the paper
are given below.
• Survey of State-of-the-art writings, character set, and
characteristics of Takri script; a rare Indian regional
script which is also a class of scripts; is provided.

• A detailed review of text segmentation and recognition
algorithms for printed Gurumukhi script is provided.
• A maximum of 82% segmentation accuracy is
achieved after Comparative analysis of existing
approaches on Takri printed text.
• Presence of Half-forms, Overlapping Bounding Boxes,
and numerous types of Touching Characters are identiﬁed as challenges for segmenting Takri printed text.
• The challenges identiﬁed are classiﬁed using a machine
learning approach; which depicted that Overlapping
Bounding Boxes and numerous types of Touching
Characters have more impact on text segmentation
accuracy than the presence of Half-forms.
The rest of the paper is organized into the following
sections. Section 2 describes the brief history and origin of
Takri script regarding the variations in Takri along with its
specimens. Section 3 elaborates the character set of Takri

Table 1. Description of Indian Regional Scripts [16].
Script Name
Oriya
Bangla
Gujarati
Gurmukhi
Takri
Nastaliq
Telugu
Kannada
Tamil
Malayalam

Language
Oriya
Bengali, Assamese
Gujarati
Punjabi
Dogri, Chambeali
Urdu, Persian
Telugu
Kannada
Tamil
Malayalam

Script Type
Northern/Indo-European
Northern/Indo-European
Northern/Indo-European
Northern/Indo-European
Northern/Indo-European
Northern
Southern/Dravidian
Southern/Dravidian
Southern/Dravidian
Southern/Dravidian

Region
Orissa
West Bengal, Tripura, Assam
Gujarat
Punjab
J&K, Himachal Pradesh (mainly)
Many states
Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka
Tamil Nadu
Kerala

Ofﬁcial or not
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No (Was ofﬁcial till 20th century)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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along with its variations; its characteristics are also given.
After this, the most closely related scripts to Takri are
studied and described in section 4 along with the work done
in their OCR development. Then, the methodologies used
in Gurmukhi OCR are described and compared in section 5.
Section 6 elaborates the implementation of text segmentation algorithms on Takri text along with the results gathered
and analyzed. Then, the text segmentation challenges of
Takri script are deduced and explained in section 7. Section 8 classiﬁes the challenges identiﬁed using a machine
learning approach. Finally, the last section provides conclusions and possible future enhancements.

2. History and origin of Takri
Takri script is a regional script of India used for writing
languages of hilly regions of North-west India from 16th to
the 20th century. It is known to have originated from
Sharada family of Brahmi scripts through an intermediate
form – Devashesha which is also known as later Sharada as
shown in ﬁgure 2.
Sharada/Sarada was popular in use in the mountainous
regions of pir panjal range comprising today’s Jammu
andKashmir Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Haryana until the beginning of 13th century. The earliest
inscription of Sharada is ‘Saharan Prashasti’ from Himachal
Pradesh, still preserved in Bhuri Singh Museum, Chamba.
Later with time, Gurmukhi was developed from Sharada
to be used in the plains of Punjab through Landa script and
Takri was developed for use in hilly areas like Jammu and
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh Uttarakhand through an intermediate form Devashesha which is also called later Sharada
and mostly known in Chamba, H.P.
Initially, in modern Chamba and J&K, Sharada was the
literary script used by the educated people and so, was
reﬁned and correct one. Later on, Devashesha was developed with some transformations in Sharada alphabet but
was conﬁned to use for the religious purpose only. From
Devashesha, Takri was developed for use in daily routine
work and communication by low class and the business
community. Dr Gauri Shankar Hira Chand Ojha deﬁnes
Takri as a dragged form of Sharada.
Why it is called Takri?

Sharada

Devashesha (Intermediate
form)

Takri

Figure 2. Origin of Takri from Sharada family of Scripts.
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The answer to this also has different variations from different researchers. Broadly, 2 etymologies of ‘Takri’ exist:
Firstly, it is derived from ‘Tanka’ coin which relates it to
commercial alphabet thus, known as Mahajani also. Secondly,
it is derived from ‘Thakur’ i.e., a script used by landholders.
As this script was used in the hilly areas of Northwestern India, due to less communication among people in
these areas and as different rulers ruled different parts of
this huge area, many variations of Takri were developed.
Now, it is known to have almost 13 variations in Northwest India [18]. These are described in table 2.
According to George Grierson, in his Linguistic Survey
of India, all these variations share inherent characteristics
i.e., style of writing is different but the script is one. So,
Takri may now be called as a ‘class of scripts’ rather than a
single script with a different script for different hilly state/
area. Out of these, Gaddi and Garhi have no specimen for
this script. Moreover, due to many variations, it is difﬁcult
to decipher by a single person.
Takri was in wide use in North India from 16th to middle of
th
20 century A.D. Generally, this script was used for writing
manuscripts, copper plates/ pattas, revenue records, royal
orders, inscriptions on paintings, stone sculptures and masks.
Christian Missionary considered it desirable to communicate through Takri due to its wide use by common people of
North India. So, they published books, primers, folk tales of
Chamba, Holy Scriptures in Takri in the 19th century.
Chamba was the ﬁrst state in India where Takri was advanced
to the dignity of printing press and type was cast in chambeali
Takri. Gospels of St. Mark, St. John, St. Mathew translated
into chambeali dialect and printed. For this, a printing press
was set apart in Ludhiana in 1881. A specimen of one of the
books containing gospels of St. Mathew called ‘Mangal
Samachar’ is given in ﬁgure 5 of next section.
Besides, it was taught in State high school Chamba in
primary classes and a permanent teacher was employed to
teach Takri up to 1930. During this time, various primers,
multiplication tables were edited in Takri and printed by
Late Sh. Bakshi Ram Malhotra.
Later this script lost usage after independence. Rare
manuscripts, documents, records are lying in state of neglect
as these cannot be deciphered or read. It remained in day to
day use in Chamba till 1947. An ofﬁcial patwari was
employed by the revenue department in Chamba to decipher/
read records and old revenue papers in Takri until 2006
[19, 20]. Even now, some Takri knowing person is employed
for reading such records in Chamba. Various revival programs of Takri were initiated in Chamba state: in January
2009, the government of H.P. conducted a workshop for
teaching Takri in collaboration with IGNOU based on
national Manuscript Mission [18]. A huge pile of manuscripts
is still lying unedited in stores of Ranbir Sanskrit Library,
Government Research Library, Jammu and Srinagar.
The takri writing in Jammu can be categorized into two
forms Old Dogri/Ganmat, New Dogri/ Namay Akkhar/Dvigrit
Akkhar. Before Ranbir Singh period, Takri used in Jammu was
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Table 2. Description of Variations of Takri Script.
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Variation Name
Chambeali
Dogri
Bhatteali
Kangri
Kochi
Kulvi
Kashtwari
Mandeali
Gaddi
Gahri
Kinnauri
Jaunsari
Sirmauri

State of Dialect
Chamba, H.P.
Jammu, J&K
Chamba, H.P.
Kangra, H.P.
Bashahr
Kullu, H.P.
Kishtwarh, J&K
Mandi, H.P.
Bharmaur, Uttarakhand
Garhwal, Uttarakhand
Kanaur
Dehradun, Uttarakhand
Sirmur

imperfect. There were no matras used. As recorded in writings
on copper plates and inscriptions of Jammu, vowel combinations were absent. Besides being ofﬁcially used by petty rajas,
it was a script of low class and semi-literate urban population
and rural business class who maintained their self readable
business accounts and money transactions for the economic
exploitation of poor farmers [19, 20].
It was during the rule of Maharaja Ranbir Singh that Takri
was standardized and reformed to be used and read by all.
Maharaja Ranbir Singh reformed old Dogri called ganmat
into a new script called Namay Akkhar or, Dvigri Akkhar by
Vishweshwar Jyotshi, principal of Ranbir Pathshala of that
time. In this period, various books were translated to Dogri
takri and published by Vidya Vilas Press established by
Maharaja Ranbir Singh. Some of these books are Ranbir
Chikitsa, Vyavhar Gita, Lilavati, Qanoon zabta Dewan,
Niyam Sena Vibhag, Ranbir Dand Vidhi, Pravesika [21].
It is in Jammu only that Takri engraved on coins is recorded
(1870-85). Takri was declared as court language along with
Persian and Bhasha (Contemporary Hindi). According to
Drew, new Dogri was used for petitions that are read before
Maharaja and for this purpose, it has replaced Persian.
Knowledge of Takri was made compulsory. No ofﬁcial not
knowing Takri could be recruited. Maharaja himself signed in
Takri on local ofﬁcial papers. A specimen of the facsimile
signature of Maharaja in Takri is shown in ﬁgure 3.
However, after 1885 i.e., by the end of Maharaja Ranbir
Singh’s rule, Urdu replaced Dogri as ofﬁcial script. Several
poets were known to be creatively active in Dogri form of
Takri writing even after 1910. But, none of them published
a book. These poems remained partly oral, partly in the
manuscript. A Dogri newspaper ‘‘Dogra Mittar’’ is known
to be published in 1889 by Pt. Durga Prasad Mishra as
editor. None of its copy is available today. From
1910-1960, was a period of decline of Takri writing. It is
conﬁned to home writing only [22]. Finally, the script is not
in use today. Only a few people exist who could read the
script. No literacy of script is there but piles of material still
exist.

Alphabetical Chart
Shown in Table
Shown in Table
Not Available
Shown in Table
Shown in Table
Shown in Table
Shown in Table
Shown in Table
Not Available
Not Available
Not Available
Shown in Table
Shown in Table

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

Available
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

A lot of work needs to develop some recognition system
for this script to preserve cultural heritage and conduct
further research in the ﬁeld.

3. Character set and characteristics of Takri
Knowing Takri as a class of scripts, rather than a script,
each class/variation has its own character set. However,
these sets of characters of different classes of Takri share
common inherent characteristics besides depicting differing
writing styles. Broadly, the character set of Takri comprises
of 54 basic characters including vowels in independent
forms, consonants, and numerals.
Out of the 13 variations mentioned before, characters of
only chambeali and new Dogri or Namay Akkhar or Dvigrit
Akkhar were standardized and metal fonts were developed
for printing various books in Takri. Among these, new
Dogri was conﬁned to the printing of Dogri literature only
by Maharaja Ranbir Singh in the 19th century while
chambeali was used to print other forms of Takri too like
kangri along with chambeali itself. The character sets/Takri
alphabet for these two main forms are shown below.
According to the proposal for Unicode developed for
Dogri by Anshuman Pandey [23], no new form of numerals
are standardized instead numerals used in Devanagari are
suggested to be used for new Dogri too. Here also, the
above-described numerals are the same as in Devnagari
except symbol used for ‘4’.
The character sets for all variations of Takri, except
Gaddi, Garhi, Bhateali, and Kinnauri are shown in the form
of glyph chart in table 3. As Gaddi and Garhi have no

Figure 3. Facsimile signature of Maharaja Ranbir Singh in Takri
[9].
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specimen for this script and speciﬁc alphabet for bhateali
and kinnauri are not available, so we have not mentioned
their characters in the glyph chart.

Out of such numerous variations of Takri, the chambeali
form is the most well deﬁned, original and reﬁned one.
Standardization of this form was used for printing
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Table 3. Glyph Chart of Takri Character Set.
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Table 4. Comparison Chart of Takri and related Scripts with
similar characters between Gurmukhi and Takri highlighted.
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3.1 Characteristics
Based on the collected data and analysis of the character set
of Takri script, various characteristics of Takri are inferred.
1. Generally, all the variations of Takri do not contain
headline. However, some characters of the script have an
inherent headline in their glyph forms like in characters Kha
and tha or in pa and ya [24]. When two or more
such characters are written consecutively, the inherent line
over these characters is left unjoined in Takri like in
.
2. In the chambeali form of Takri, only two half-forms are
used and written as ligatures
mha.
i. For writing ha , a half form is used like
lla in
ii. For writing la , a half form is used as
.
word ‘gallaan’
However, in new Dogri form, half forms are represented
called halanta beneath consonant which is to be
by
represented in half form.
3. In the chambeali form of Takri, consonant conjuncts are
infrequently written. However, when writing two consonants sequentially if the second character is ya or ra
conjuncts are used [18].
i. For writing vattu ya ,
chhya.
ii. For writing vattu ra ,
like

specimens of the literature of other variations also. George
Grierson used chambeali metal fonts for prints alphabets of
all variations of Takri in his linguistic survey of India. Also,
it was used by a Christian missionary to print gospels of
various Saints in Takri. So, we chose chambeali as our
baseline script for representing Takri.
Moreover, in the Unicode developed by Anshuman
Pandey [18], Chambeali form was used for a standard form
for uniﬁed Takri. So, for the remaining part of the paper, we
have used the chambeali form as uniﬁed Takri representation unless stated otherwise. The examples described
onwards are from chambeali form only which is also the
form for Unicode of Takri script unless speciﬁed otherwise.

tra or

a symbol is used like
a symbol is used as ligature

pra.

4. Geminated or, double consonants like ss, are not used in
Takri, unlike Gurmukhi in which addak symbol is used
to represent geminated consonants. Instead, only single
consonants are written in Takri.
5. Many characters are very close in their glyphs like bha ,
ha , jha , ta of chambeali form. Another example of
such characters is pha , va ; ba , ya , pa . So,
the similarity index is very high.
6. The dependent vowels/matras, as well as ligatures used,
are left unjoined from the supporting consonant. This
means that there is a small gap between consonant and
its matra like in words

,

there is a small

gap between matra and adjoining consonant.
7. There are some characters in Takri consisting of more
than one connected component like la , nga , nya ,
two of which have bindu in their glyph.
8. Vowels like u , uu , i have more height than
consonants
in Devanagari are not
9. Compound characters like ksha
present in the chambeali form of Takri. However, it is
included in new Dogri to be written as .
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Table 5. Differences between Gurmukhi and Takri script.
Gurmukhi

Takri

Uses headline for connecting characters to form words
No headline used to connect characters in a word
Half forms joined with respective consonants in the lower zone Half forms are joined on the right side of the character or, inside the
character form
Geminated consonants are used using addak symbol over the
No geminated consonants are used
consonant
Matras with phonation ‘i’ and ‘ii’ are joined with the respective Matras ‘i’ and ‘ii’ are left unjoined with the consonant
consonant
Presence of horizontally overlapping lines of text
No horizontally overlapping lines of text

10. If we study Takri inscriptions in old Dogri form, vowel
combinations were not used i.e., matras were absent.
Instead, the vowel in independent form is written. Matras
or vowels in the dependent form were developed and
included in the new Dogri form of Takri to reﬁne its
writing and increase readability.
11. Moreover, in old Dogri, various characters are not
clearly deﬁned. For example, JA is used for YA also; BA
for writing both VA and BA; DHA, JHA is absent [24].

4. Related scripts and their OCR development
As no work has been done for the development of text
identiﬁcation and recognition of Takri script, we explored
various scripts to which Takri is closely related. From the
study of the origin of Takri, we came to know that it is
closely related to Sharada, Landa and Gurmukhi scripts. A
comparison of character sets of these scripts showing a
relationship among them is shown in table 4.
Among these scripts, no work has been done on OCR
development of Sharada and Landa scripts except proposal
for Unicode of Sharada as well as Landa by Anshuman
Pandey [25]. However, a complete OCR has been developed for Gurmukhi script which can be considered as sister
script to Takri as both descended from Sharada family of
scripts. Also, from the comparison chart shown in table 4,
there are 12 similar characters in Gurmukhi and Takri
scripts. So, we considered Gurmukhi OCR algorithms as
our base algorithms for proceeding our work in the ﬁeld of
Takri OCR.
However, besides having strong similarity, there are
numerous differences between the two scripts which are
described in table 5.

5. OCR for Gurmukhi script
Gurmukhi is one of the complex Indian script having its
OCR. As it is the most closely related script to Takri and no
work has been done so far in Takri script, we studied
algorithms for Gurmukhi OCR. Similar to other scripts, its

character recognition also goes through three main stages Observation, segmentation, and recognition [26]. We
reviewed the existing work done in two main script-speciﬁc
phases of OCR development for Gurmukhi script. These are
discussed below.

5.1 Segmentation
The unique characteristics of Gurmukhi script which
requires different segmentation technique are the connection of characters on the headline, presence of touching
characters even in printed data, multi-component characters, two or more characters in a word having intersecting
bounding rectangles [27]. The pre-processed image is ﬁrst
segmented into lines then, words and ﬁnally, characters or
sub-characters. The horizontal histogram technique can
result in over-segmentation or, under-segmentation of lines
of text. So, it cannot be directly applied for line segmentation. Also, Connected- component segmentation is used
to segment data in Gurmukhi OCR, thus the ﬁnal segmented image comprises of a character or sub-character. A
review of different segmentation techniques developed for
Gurmukhi OCR is shown in table 6.
Lehal etal [27] have used connected component segmentation for segmenting text into characters or, subcharacters. The image is broken into horizontal strips of
lines of text using horizontal projection. Each of these strips
could be a core strip, upper zone strip, lower zone strip or,
combination of more than one strip called multi-strip. Next
step is to identify the type of strip by calculating average
height (AV) of core strips based on statistics of strip types
in Gurmukhi documents. If the height of each strip is less
than 33% of AV, the strip is considered as either a lower or
upper strip. If the height is more than 150% of AV, the strip
is must-strip, otherwise, it is a core strip. Further, the upper
and lower strips are separated by ﬁnding the headline in the
immediate next core strip. If the headline is in the upper
10% region of the strip, the previous strip is upper strip else
it is a lower strip. Now, for dividing multi-strip into individual strips, average core strip height (ACSH) is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the height of all core strips.
The height of multi-strip is divided by ACSH to get the
number of text lines present approximately. To get the ﬁrst

Author Name

Lehal et al [27]

Jindal etal [29]

Jindal etal [30]

Sl.
No.

1

2

3

2009

2005

2001

Year of
Publication

Printed 85
documents with
2800 touching
characters

Printed 100
documents with
6000 touching
characters

Printed 40
documents

Type and Size of
Data Used

Upper Zone- 91%

Line Segmentation in
Non-degraded –
95%
Degraded Upper Zone76-82%
Middle Zone-7786%
Lower Zone- 92%

Upper Zone- 92.5%
Middle zone72.3%
Lower Zone95.2%

Accuracy in %age

Uses top proﬁle
projections along
with structural
properties

Several headlines
in each strip are
detected for line
segmentation.
The baseline is
detected and
utilized

Utilizes statistical
data about the
height of
horizontal strips
and consonants.
The headline is
deleted for
segmenting into
characters or
sub-characters

Key points

Suitable for
degraded as well
as clean texts.

Deals with all
possible kinds of
touching
charactersincluding lower
zone character
with the upper
zone of the next
line.
Suitable for all
degraded
documents

Deals with
‘‘horizontally
overlapping text
lines, multicomponent
characters,
overlapping and
intersecting
rectangles of
characters, three
kinds of touching
characters in
zonal positions
in a word’’ [18].

Merits

Focusses on segmentation
of touching characters
in the upper zone only.

Approach applicable for
Gurmukhi script only as
is based on its structural
properties

Low accuracy of line
boundaries in multistrip,
Not suitable for degraded
machine-printed
documents

Demerits
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Segmentation of
Touching
Characters in
Upper Zone in
Printed Gurmukhi
Script

Segmentation
Problems and
Solutions in
Printed
Degraded
Gurmukhi Script

A Segmentation
Technique for
Gurmukhi text

Paper Title

Table 6. Review of Gurmukhi Character Segmentation Techniques with Accuracy.
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Author Name

Lehal et al [36]

Kaur etal [37]

Rani et al [26]

Sl.
No.

1

2

3

Modiﬁed Gabor
Feature
Extraction
Method for
Word Level
Script
IdentiﬁcationExperimentation
with Gurmukhi
and English
Scripts.

Gurmukhi Printed
Character
Recognition
using
Hierarchical
Centroid Method
and SVM

Feature Extraction
and
Classiﬁcation for
OCR of
Gurmukhi Script

Paper Title

2013

2016

1999

Year of
Publication

5212 Gurmukhi
words

3915 character
images with 3
point sizes and
29 prototypes of
each character

3000 character
images with 4
point sizes and
16 prototypes of
each character

Type and Size of
Data Used

Table 7. Review of Gurmukhi character Recognition approaches with Accuracy.

Zone-based Gabor
feature
extraction
technique

Hierarchical
centroid method

Structural Features
and statistical
Features

Method used for
Feature Extraction

SVM with Linear,
Polynomial and
RBF kernels

Support Vector
Machine with
nu-SVC and
C-SVC type and
different kernels

Hybrid classiﬁerNearest
Neighbour and a
binary decision
tree classiﬁer

Type of Classiﬁer
used

Linear - 93.28%
Polynomial 93.80%
RBF -99.33%

nu-SVC with RBF97.87% (Highest)
nu-SVC with
Linear- 96.85%
nu-SVC with
Polynomial96.59%
C-SVC with RBF97.72%
C-SVC with
Linear- 97.18%
C-SVC with
Polynomial96.59%

91.6%

Accuracy in %age

Script identiﬁcation
of Gurmukhi and
English words

Recognition of
Gurmukhi
characters and
numerals as well
using a large
dataset

Character
recognition of
Gurmukhi
characters only

Key points
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sub-strip, a cut is made at 0.75% of ACSH then the words
are extracted from it using vertical projection. For the next
sub-strip, a cut is made at ACSH and words are extracted
further. This continues until all words from all lines are
extracted. Now, for character segmentation or connected
component segmentation (in this case), the headline is
rubbed off and all disconnected components are separated.
Then, the standard consonant height of each character is
used to segment multi-component characters. The information about the zonal position of a connected component,
coordinates of the leftmost pixel in the bitmap, amount of
overlap with other components is used to merge the subcharacters into characters afterwards.
In printed Gurmukhi documents, a major problem of
degradation resulting in more complicated touching characters is faced thus, decreasing the segmentation accuracy.
Various kinds of degradation problems are studied in [28]
and thereby solution for segmenting these documents is
proposed. Jindal etal [29] have described three categories
of touching characters caused due to degradation in the
upper zone of Gurmukhi text, ﬁve in the middle zone and
two in the lower zone. They have given solutions for segmenting degraded Gurmukhi documents separately for
different zones of text. Moreover, they have devised a
better approach for segmenting clean documents also. The
text is divided into various horizontal strips using a horizontal projection. Then, to divide multi-strip into text lines,
the total number of headlines are detected by checking the
largest number of black pixels in each row and how many
times they occur in the strip for drawing line boundaries

Figure 5. Specimen of Machine-printed book in Takri Script
named ‘‘Mangal Samachar’’.

with more accuracy. Other parameters like the baseline,
ﬁrst row, and last row are also used.
Furthermore, Jindal etal [30] have focussed on touching
characters in the upper zone of Gurmukhi text only in
another paper and segmented sub-characters present in the
upper zone with increased accuracy.
Other approaches developed after 2009 for segmenting
Gurmukhi characters deals with handwritten characters
which are discussed in [31–34].

5.2 Recognition
Very little work has been done for recognition of Gurmukhi
characters in printed form. Rather more work has been done
for handwritten Gurmukhi character recognition [35, 36].

Figure 4. Flow diagram of Experiment.
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Figure 6. Preprocessing of Takri image of text.

However, existing work in this direction along with
description is elaborated in table 7.
Lehal etal [37] used two sets of features - primary features and secondary features set for extracting features from
thinned character image with zonal information known.
Primary feature set comprises of features which are font
and size invariant like the number of junctions with the
headline (branches), sidebar, loops present, open from the
top. These are used for categorization of middle zone
characters into simpliﬁed sets. The secondary feature set is
a combination of local and global features like number of
end-points and their location, the number of junctions,
horizontal projection count, left and right proﬁle depth,
aspect ratio. These are used for classiﬁcation of all characters irrespective of the zone in which they are lying.
Further, they used a hybrid classiﬁcation scheme comprising of Nearest neighbour and Binary classiﬁer tree for
recognition of characters. The whole scheme worked in 3
stages- ﬁrstly, classiﬁcation of segmented sub-characters
into three sets: upper, middle and lower zone. In the second
stage, for symbols present in the middle zone, an assignment is done to one of the sets using primary features and
binary classiﬁer tree. Then, two more sets are included each
comprising of upper and lower zone symbols. Finally,
recognition of these sets of symbols using the nearest
neighbour classiﬁer and secondary features is done.
Kaur etal [38] proposed an algorithm for recognition of
printed Gurmukhi characters using a large set of different
types of fonts. They used hierarchical centroid method for
extraction of features which works in two steps. In the ﬁrst
step, features are extracted corresponding to x-coordinate

Figure 8. Word Segmentation using Vertical projection proﬁle
of Takri line of text.

and in the second step, corresponding to y-coordinate. This
process is repeated recursively for new sub-images generated by transposition and features are calculated by considering coordinate values relative to the original image.
Then, classiﬁcation is done using SVM with different
kernels like linear SVM, polynomial SVM, Gaussian RBF.
They depicted the highest accuracy on SVM with nu-SVM
type and RBF kernel which is 97.87%.
Rani etal [26] proposed a new method for script identiﬁcation of Gurmukhi words and English words using zonebased Gabor feature extraction technique. Firstly, the word
image is divided into different zones and then, energy
features are extracted using Gabor ﬁlters. The extracted
features are then passed to the SVM classiﬁer for further
recognition using different kernels - Linear SVM, polynomial SVM, RBF. The results depicted SVM with RBF
kernel function as the most efﬁcient technique for script
identiﬁcation of Gurmukhi Words.

6. Experimentation and result analysis
The implementation was done in different phases shown as
a ﬂow diagram in ﬁgure 4.

6.1 Data collection

Figure 7. Line Segmentation using Horizontal projection proﬁle
of Takri printed text.

The foremost step towards OCR development of any script
is data collection. Signiﬁcant data in the form of images,
books or other written material needs to be collected for
building a foundation of the script recognition system. For
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Figure 9. a Line of text in Gurmukhi Script. b Gurmukhi symbols obtained after segmentation.

Figure 10. a Line of text in Takri Script. b Takri symbols obtained after applying Gurmukhi segmentation: Over-segmented.

this foundation to be ﬁrm, data needs to be in a standardized
form.
Collected data can be in either machine-printed, handprinted or hand-written form. The most appropriate and
standardized among these is the machine-printed form of
data. The metal fonts for the script do not exist now, so, we
surveyed various libraries, museums and archival departments of J&K and Himachal Pradesh, and collected some
books in machine-printed form. Some specimen of one of
the printed book in Takri in 1930 namely ‘Mangal Samachar’- translation of gospels of St. John by Biblical Society
of India is shown in ﬁgure 5.
Data is digitized using a scanner with resolution 200dpi
and bit depth 24.

6.2 Pre-processing
Data collected in the form of scanned images with a resolution of 200dpi are stored and observed for noise removal,
skew detection and binarization using standard pre-processing techniques. A snapshot of it is shown in ﬁgure 6,
which is then passed for segmentation.

6.3 Segmentation
Segmentation of Takri text is done for lines of text, words
in each line and ﬁnally characters simultaneously.
6.3a Line segmentation: For segmenting Takri text image
into individual lines, horizontal projection proﬁle is plotted
and it was observed that each valley in the projection tends
to approach zero with each corresponding line of text. No
overlapping of lines was seen in Takri text as it occurs in

Figure 11. a Line of text in Takri Script. b Takri symbols obtained after segmentation of Connected Components: Under-segmented.
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Table 8. Accuracy achieved after performing Gurmukhi segmentation on Takri Script.

Figure 12. Accuracy achieved after Takri character segmentation in all 3 steps applied.

Gurmukhi script. So, line segmentation is rather simpler in
Takri script and these gaps are taken as distinguishing
elements into lines as shown in ﬁgure 7.
6.3b Word segmentation: For segmenting each line of Takri
text into individual words, vertical projection proﬁle of
each line is plotted and it is seen that all words have a
certain gap in between thus, achieving segmented words as
shown in ﬁgure 8.
6.3c Character segmentation: Indian scripts are broadly
categorised as With Headline scripts (Devnagari, Gurmukhi, Bangla) and Without Headline scripts (Telugu,
Urdu, Tamil, Takri). The approaches applied for segmenting characters in both categories of Indian scripts use different algorithms which are studied with emphasis on
Gurmukhi script recognition approaches, as Gurmukhi is
the most closely related script to Takri. Therefore, we
ﬁrstly applied Gurmukhi character segmentation technique
for segmenting Takri characters from each word. Also,
besides sharing various similar character forms, both these
scripts belong to altogether different categories of Indian
scripts. So, we applied Connected Component segmentation technique also which is the most used technique for
segmenting text in non- headline Indian scripts. It was
observed from the results gathered that numerous touching
characters are present in Takri text which came out to be
one of the major challenges for text segmentation. So, apart
from the previously mentioned approaches, we also
implemented touching characters segmentation approach
used for Gurmukhi script on Takri touching characters.
Finally, character segmentation of Takri text is performed
in 3 steps as elaborated below.
Step 1: Apply Gurmukhi character segmentation technique on Takri text
Experiment: We implemented the Gurmukhi character
segmentation technique by Lehal etal [18] described in the
previous section and applied it to both Gurmukhi as well as
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Table 9. Takri Challenges Identiﬁed.

Table 10. Difﬁculties in Takri Character Segmentation using Existing Approaches.
Segmentation Technique

Difﬁculties in Takri character Segmentation

Zone-based Segmentation

Non- uniform height of Takri characters
Dividing into zones will lead to over-segmentation of characters with greater height like

Water Reservoir Segmentation

Presence of touching characters like

,

,

,

Region-based Segmentation
Overlapping Bounding boxes

Table 11. Classiﬁcation Of Challenges Identiﬁed.
Challenge Identiﬁed
Presence of Half- forms
Presence of Touching Characters
Presence of Overlapping Bounding Boxes

Classiﬁed As
Not Effective (N)
Effective (Y)
Effective (Y)

Takri lines of text. The results were gathered and analyzed
for characters or sub-characters found after a complete run
of the algorithm. An example of this is shown in ﬁgures 9
and 10.

Figure 9a shows a line of text in Gurmukhi script and
ﬁgure 9b shows Gurmukhi characters/sub-characters segmented from the Gurmukhi text line after applying Gurmukhi character segmentation technique [27]. Similarly,
ﬁgure 10a shows a line of text in Takri script and ﬁgure 10b shows segmented Takri characters after applying
Gurmukhi character segmentation technique to Takri text.
The technique used for Gurmukhi character segmentation uses headline deletion approach for disconnecting the
characters joined by the headline. This, when applied to
Takri which is a non-headline script, results in over-segmentation of characters, as it attempted to delete a random
line with maximum black pixels in each connected component thus breaking them into unidentiﬁable symbols.
Most of the segmented images gathered in ﬁgure 10b are
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Table 12. Training Data.
Document
No.

Frequency of Halfforms

Frequency of Touching
characters

Frequency of Overlapping Bounding
Boxes

1
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
3
1

11
10
7
15
9
19
25
19
21
9

18
14
29
34
30
21
27
30
36
23

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

broken and does not relate to the deﬁned character set in the
previous section. However, some of the images resemble a
combination of two characters because of the presence of
touching

characters

in

printed

Takri

like

,

in ﬁgure 10b. Some of the characters which
are individually segmented are ‘ra’

, ‘sa’

, ‘ya’

.

But, among these also, only ‘ra’ is close to the accurate
form and other two resulted in the deletion of an inherent
headline in the glyph of these characters, thus, resulting in
loss of character. This is mainly caused since both Gurmukhi and Takri differ in the very basic characteristic of
any Indian script which is headline connecting characters to
form words.
Results: Over-segmented and broken characters
Average accuracy (in %age): 4 % approx.
Step 2: Applied Connected Component Segmentation on
Takri text
Experiment: As using a headline deletion approach for
segmenting Takri characters results in over-segmentation,
we inferred simply connected components from the Takri
text and analyzed the results gathered. These are shown in
ﬁgures 11a and 11b and the accuracy for accurately segmented Takri characters are calculated after gathering
results on various lines of Takri text.
The results gathered in ﬁgure 11b shows under-segmentation with correct segmentation of some characters but
still not up to the desired accuracy due to the presence of a
large number of touching consonant pairs as well as
touching matras with their consonants.
Results: A lot of Characters segmented accurately except
some touching characters like
,
Inaccurate segmentation of matra

as -

,

due to

overlapping bounding boxes
Half forms remain undetected and unsegmented (the half form of la written inside the main consonant la)
Average Accuracy (in %age): 81 % approx.

Class
Label
YYY
NYY
NYY
YYY
NYY
NYY
NYY
YYY
YYY
YYY

Step 3: Extract connected components from the takri text
and then, apply Gurmukhi segmentation technique for
touching characters on Takri touching characters
Experiment: For segmenting these touching characters,
we then applied algorithms used for Gurmukhi touching
characters [29] on Takri touching characters and found a
slight increase in the number of accurately segmented Takri
characters.
Only 14 out of 116 touching characters are accurately
segmented which accounts for only 12% of touching
characters in Takri. Touching characters with upper zone
vowel modiﬁers touching with middle zone consonant
remains undetected as these are not present in Gurmukhi
touching characters.
Results: Inaccurate segmentation point detected for most
of the Takri touching characters.
Average Accuracy (in %age): 82 % approx.
Different techniques, along with accuracy in segmenting
characters/sub-characters in Takri are compared and analyzed results are shown in table 8.
Here, percentage accuracy is deﬁned as the %age of the
number of Accurately Segmented Characters/Sub-characters out of the total number of characters present in an
image of Takri text. The results gathered after applying step
1 of the implementation process are over-segmented characters with an average accuracy of 3.9% only, and after
applying step 2 which is connected component segmentation, the average accuracy came to be about 81.3% which is
not up to the desired level. The various challenges were
deduced from a detailed analysis of the results obtained and
are described in the next section of the paper. Also, it was
observed that even after applying the segmentation
approach for touching characters in Gurmukhi on Takri
text, the segmentation accuracy does not increase much and
is not within desired limits. Thus, further modiﬁcations
need to be done in existing approaches to deal with the
identiﬁed challenges.
These tabulated results were analyzed and shown in
ﬁgure 12.
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In ﬁgure 12, it can be seen that there is a huge increase in
segmentation accuracy achieved after applying Step 2
approach to Takri text. Also, there is a very slight increase
in accuracy after applying Step 3 on Takri text which seems
insigniﬁcant.

7. Inferences and challenges
The results described in the previous section are analyzed
to infer the reasons for less accuracy of character segmentation in Takri script which is described below.

7.1 Inferences
The results obtained are analysed at each step of the
implementation process.
Step 1:
The Takri characters/sub-characters obtained were oversegmented and broken as the Gurmukhi segmentation
technique is based on headline deletion approach while
Takri is non-headline script. So, the applied technique tends
to delete some random line horizontally from each word
having maximum black pixels, assuming it as a headline.
Step 2:
The accuracy of segmented characters was not desirable
due to the presence of various kinds of touching characters
in Takri which are inaccurately segmented as one component. These are categorized as –
• Touching Upper zone vowels with upper zone vowels:
• Touching upper zone vowels with middle zone consonants:
• Touching middle zone consonants with middle zone
consonants:
• Touching lower zone vowels and ligatures with middle
zone consonants:
Also, we found overlapping bounding boxes in case of
matra as –

which resulted in inaccurate segmentation.

The half forms in Takri are connected to the main consonant on either right side or in between thus, again remain
undetected.
Step 3:
A very slight increase in accuracy of segmentation is
found after step 3. This is due to the reason that the criteria
used in Gurmukhi touching characters segmentation for the
middle zone is based on density function which is not
suitable for Takri. Also, one of the kinds of touching
character present in Takri text – upper zone touching with
middle zone consonant is absent in Gurmukhi as such
characters are already segmented by deleting headlines in
Gurmukhi. Segmentation of other touching characters in
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Gurmukhi is based on structural properties of characters
which signiﬁcantly differ from Takri.

7.2 Challenges
Based on the inferences, various challenges are drawn
which needs to be dealt with for text identiﬁcation and
recognition of Takri script. These are described in table 9.
Also, we analyzed the number of times the half-forms,
overlapping bounding boxes and touching characters are
used in Takri text to infer the effect of each challenge
individually. The frequency of occurrence of these kinds of
character formations is also tabulated in table 9.
From this, we can say that the presence of half- forms in
Takri text has the least effect on the accuracy of character
segmentation and the most commonly occurring challenge
is the occurrence of overlapping bounding boxes in Takri.
Besides, the other existing text segmentation algorithms,
like zone-based segmentation, region-based segmentation,
water reservoir method, do not lead to accurate segmentation. A brief description of these techniques along with
difﬁculties in segmenting takri characters is given in
table 10.

8. Classiﬁcation of challenges identiﬁed
Further, we classiﬁed the challenges identiﬁed based on
effectiveness on segmentation accuracy using multinomial
Naı̈ve-Bayesian classiﬁcation algorithm as it is very fast to
build and simple to implement. The challenges were classiﬁed into two classes- Effective (Y) and Not effective
(N) using the frequency of occurrence of each challenge in
every document. Out of the three challenges described in
table 9, half-forms is categorized into Not effective class
while the other two - touching characters and overlapping
bounding boxes are categorized into the Effective class as
shown in table 11.
We implemented the multinomial Naı̈ve-Bayesian classiﬁcation algorithm using data shown in table 12. The
classiﬁer was trained and tested for data in table 12 and the
results were compared which showed 0.2 loss. Thus, it is
interpreted that the challenges identiﬁed and classiﬁed are
80% accurate as 20% loss was achieved. So, we can further
proceed with the text segmentation and recognition of Takri
script by incorporating these challenges.
We also studied the structural properties of touching
characters in Takri script and categorized them into four
kinds:
1. Type A: Touching consonant pairs which include
multiple touching consonants in each word
2. Type B: Touching upper zone vowels with the core
consonant
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3. Type C: Touching upper zone vowel pairs which
includes vowel touching bindi
4. Type D: Touching lower zone vowels and ligatures with
the core consonant
Moreover, very less work has been reported for segmenting touching characters on Gurmukhi script [27, 29].
Existing work in this area described in [39–42] has been
done on the Roman and Latin scripts, which has signiﬁcant
structural variations as compared to Indian scripts. Work
needs to be done for dealing with these challenges in Takri
script for more accurate segmentation of characters which
in turn, affects the recognition accuracy greatly.

9. Conclusion and future scope
Takri is an important regional script of India and huge
historical records, books; manuscripts are lying unidentiﬁed
in the northwest region of India which needs to be preserved. The uniqueness of this script is in its wide range of
variations across a large geographical area. Despite being
very close to Gurmukhi script as both descended from
Sharada family of scripts, Takri has various attributes
which distinguish it from Gurmukhi and thus, make
recognition of its characters quite challenging.
Being non-headline script, character segmentation
approaches used for Gurmukhi would not give the desired
accuracy. Also, out of 33 consonant characters of Takri,
only 12 are similar to its most closely related script Gurmukhi. This depicts only one- third similarity index
between Gurmukhi & Takri.
We applied the character segmentation technique used
for Gurmukhi to segment Takri characters and about 80%
accuracy is achieved. This needs to be improvised based on
the various challenges inferred like half forms used in Takri
are connected to the consonant on the right side, the presence of numerous touching characters even in clean printed
Takri text and problem of overlapping bounding boxes for
segmenting matra ‘ee’.
Moreover, character segmentation in other Indian scripts
without a headline like Telugu, Kannada has an intercharacter gap which serves as a segmentation point. This
does not work on Takri due to the presence of touching
characters. Thus, more research is required for developing
some mechanisms for OCR development of Takri script
and in the future, the challenges of Takri identiﬁed will be
dealt with.
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